Ask Administration or Nursing About NexsysADC™

Q1: How do you store controlled substances? In a safe or closet?
Q2: Is drug diversion a concern?
Q3: If you considered Automated Dispensing Cabinets (ADCs), were they too expensive or complex?
Q4: Are you prepared for a DEA audit? Do you have electronic records?

The Practical ADC For Any Care Facility Storing Controlled Meds

NexsysADC, from Capsa Healthcare, is the simplest system to closely manage the onsite storage of controlled or high-value medications and supplies.

- Costs 50% to 75% less than other automated dispensing cabinets
- Limits & tracks access to narcotics and high-value meds and supplies
- Main cabinet and tabletop sizes
- Select from 4 popular configurations -- See p. 3

Busy Ambulatory or Oral Surgery Centers, Acute Care and Other Care Sites

When medications are stored in NexsysADC, you always know the inventory, who is accessing the cabinet, and what is dispensed for a specific patient or procedure. NexsysADC is the practical solution to:

- Increase visibility to inventory onhand
- Deter internal diversion, especially controls
- Ensure medications are onsite when needed
- Promote efficient patient care

Contact Capsa Healthcare for more information
ltc.support@capsahealthcare.com
800.437.6633

New!
4 NexsysADC Popular Configurations
(see page 3)
How NexsysADC™ Works

NexsysADC™ is available as a free-standing 10-tier main cabinet or a countertop size 4-tier cabinet. In either size, the ADC will store, track, and dispense controlled medications, and high-value meds and supplies. Staff member access is controlled with biometric, or proximity card, or typed ID. With intuitive software and pick-to-light technology, the clinician finds the exact medication or supply needed, and NexsysADC automatically logs the transaction and updates the onboard inventory.

NexsysADC™ CAMs & Features

Unique CAMs are at the heart of NexsysADC to protect controlled medications. Illuminated prompts direct you to the correct dose. Includes clear locking lids and tamper evidence.

Each NexsysADC has 2 or 3 Storage Zones for controlled and high-value medication and supplies

1 Controlled Medications
Controlled and high-value medications are safely guarded in CAMs (controlled access modules) with tamper-evident locking lids. Choice of 3 CAM layouts.

2 Open Cell Medication Bins
Routine meds and high-value meds are efficiently managed in dividable, locked open-matrix bins, with pick-to-light guidance. Each bin configurable for 1-14 items.

3 Bulk Supplies & Kits
Bulk supplies and larger items are stowed neatly in configurable, locked supply drawers, with pick-to-light guidance. Each drawer configurable for 1-16 items.

Contact Capsa Healthcare for more information
ltc.support@capsahealthcare.com
800.437.6633
New! 4 NexsysADC Configurations

If these configurations don’t suit your needs, contact Capsa for a custom layout

**Configuration 1, Main Cabinet**
For Controlled Meds: CAM-11 holds 11 SKUs
For Non-Control Meds & Supplies: Two 3-tier dividable open-matrix inserts (18 bins); one 3” and one 6” dividable, open-matrix supply drawers (self-configurable, total storage up to 284 SKUs)
Part # NX-MAINBDL-1

**Configuration 2, Main Cabinet**
For Controlled Meds: CAM-11 holds 11 SKUs; CAM-13 holds 13 SKUs
For Non-Control Meds & Supplies: Two 3-tier dividable open-matrix inserts (18 bins); one 6” dividable, open-matrix supply drawer (self-configurable, total storage up to 268 SKUs)
Part # NX-MAINBDL-2

**Configuration 3, 4T Countertop Cabinet**
For Controlled Meds: CAM-11 holds 11 SKUs
For Non-Control Meds & Supplies: One 3-tier dividable open-matrix insert (9 bins, self-configurable, total storage up to 126 SKUs)
Part # NX-4TBDL-1

**Configuration 4, 4T Countertop Cabinet**
For Controlled Meds: CAM-19 holds 19 SKUs; CAM-11 holds 11 SKUs
For Non-Control Meds & Supplies: One 2-tier dividable open-matrix insert (6 bins, self-configurable, total storage up to 84 SKUs)
Part # NX-4TBDL-2

**Specifications & Components**

**4T Cabinet Size**
23.5”(w) 20.4”(d) 17.7”(h) with 14” touchscreen monitor. Approximately 100 lbs. empty. 4 Tiers

**Main Cabinet Size**
25”(w) 20.4”(d) 43”(h) with 22” touchscreen monitor. 145 lbs empty. 10 Tiers

**Includes:**
Biometric scanner, keyboard, barcode scanner for medication verification, interfacing capability, implementation & training

Contact Capsa Healthcare for more information
ltc.support@capsahealthcare.com
800.437.6633
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